3854-0000
BLACK

3862-0000
LT. GREY

3869-0000
SCARLET

3861-0000
AZTEC

3863-0000
SAIL BLUE

3851-0000
NAVY WEAVE

3866-0000
ADMIRAL NAVY

3860-0000
FOREST

3871-0000
WALNUT

3853-0000
SAND

ALL WEATHER MARINE FABRICS
HIGH UV - WATER RESISTANT - GEL COAT FRIENDLY

ALL WEATHER MARINE FABRICS

Sur Last is designed to be flexible and easy for manufacturers to use. Its urethane
coating enhances the stability of the weave and allows for greater water resistance,
while also minimizing shrinkage and stretching.
Sur Last does not require a hot knife or serging during fabrication and resists
unraveling. As with most coated products, for best results, the non-coated face of
the fabric should be exposed to the sun.

GRSLC10-803
SUR LAST® AND GLEN RAVEN® ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS OF GLEN RAVEN, INC.

FEATURES

Sur Last® is designed to be easy to care for. It can be washed, or brushed off
and rinsed. Proper care and cleaning is important to the life of all fabrics.
Please visit www.surlast.com for more cleaning information.

EASE OF USE

100% Solution dyed polyester
High UV and mildew/mold resistance
Highly water resistant
Excellent tear and abrasion resistance
Non-abrasive to gel coat and other popular marine finishes
Outstanding silk screen adhesion

CARE

HIGH UV - WATER RESISTANT - GEL COAT FRIENDLY

WARRANTY

This limited warranty is valid
only if a copy of the invoice for the item purchased is
submitted showing date of original purchase.
What is covered? This limited warranty covers the fabric becoming
unserviceable because of loss of color or strength from normal
usage and exposure conditions, including sunlight, mildew and
atmospheric chemicals. Consumer is responsible for normal care
and cleaning of the fabric. The warranty covers fabric only. Glen
Raven’s liability is expressly limited to this warranty.
How long is the coverage period? This limited warranty coverage
runs for three years from the date of original installation.

Glen Raven Custom Fabrics, LLC
1831 North Park Avenue, Glen Raven, NC 27217-1100
Tel: 336.221.2211 Fax: 336.586.1169

What will Glen Raven do?
Glen Raven will supply new fabric free to replace the fabric
that becomes unserviceable.
How can you get service? Call the dealer or retailer from
whom you purchased the product to inspect the claim. They,
in turn, will contact the manufacturer of the item purchased.
The manufacturer will then contact Glen Raven and secure
replacement fabric for you.

